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THE DODD-FRANK WALL STREET REFORM AND CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT: A
SUMMARY OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION
PROVISIONS
On July 21, 2010, President Obama signed into law
The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer
Protection Act (the “Act”). The Act, which affects
almost every aspect of the U.S. financial services
industry, will also have a profound impact on all
public companies. This Legal Update highlights
certain of the most significant changes that will affect
the corporate governance, executive compensation and
securities disclosure practices of public companies,
including proxy access, shareholder voting on
executive compensation, broker discretionary voting,
compensation committee independence, compensation
clawback policies, modifications to the “accredited
investor” standard and the permanent exemption from
complying with Section 404(b) of the Sarbanes-Oxley
Act of 2002 for non-accelerated filers. Certain of these
requirements will become effective immediately or in
the near future, while others will require further action
and rulemaking by the Securities and Exchange
Commission (the “SEC”) and the national securities
exchanges.

from the proxy access rules. It is anticipated that the
SEC will adopt proxy access rules in time for them to
be in effect for the 2011 proxy season.

SHAREHOLDER PROXY ACCESS

Specifically, at a company’s first annual or other
shareholder meeting occurring on or after January 21,
2011, companies must provide their shareholders with
a non-binding “say-on-pay” vote on executive
compensation, as well as a separate vote to determine
the frequency of future “say-on-pay” votes (e.g., every
one, two or three years). The Act requires companies
to hold a shareholder vote on the frequency of “sayon-pay” votes at least once every six years.

The Act amends Section 14(a) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 (the “Exchange Act”) to permit,
but not mandate, the SEC to adopt rules giving
shareholders access to an issuer’s proxy statement and
proxy card to nominate director candidates at the
company’s expense. The Act does not specify
mechanics for the implementation of proxy access;
rather, it authorizes the SEC to determine the
appropriate standards and procedures for such rules.
Specifically, unlike the proxy access rules that the
SEC proposed in June 2009, the Act does not specify
an ownership threshold or holding period for
shareholders to submit nominees for director. The SEC
also has been authorized to exempt certain issuers or
classes of issuers, such as smaller public companies,
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The Act requires public companies to provide their
shareholders with a non-binding advisory vote on: (i)
the compensation of “named executive officers” as
disclosed in the proxy statement (so-called “say-onpay” votes); and (ii) golden parachute payments paid
to named executive officers (so-called “say-on-golden
parachute” votes). These requirements will apply for
the 2011 proxy season. Although these shareholder
votes are not binding, votes against the proposed
payments could put pressure on compensation
practices and directors. Furthermore, the loss of broker
discretionary voting on “say-on-pay” proposals
(discussed below), which will likely result in fewer
votes being cast in favor of these proposals, will
amplify the issue.

The Act also requires that, for any shareholder meeting
occurring on or after January 21, 2011 at which
shareholders are asked to approve an acquisition,
merger, consolidation or sale or other disposition of all
or substantially all of the assets of a company, the
soliciting person must include “clear and simple”
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disclosure of any agreements or understandings that
such person has with any of the subject company’s
named executive officers concerning any type of
compensation (i.e., present, deferred or contingent)
relating to the transaction, the aggregate total of all
such compensation, and any conditions to which the
compensation is subject. Shareholders will be given
the opportunity to cast a separate non-binding advisory
vote on such payments. A “say-on-golden parachute”
vote will not be required if such agreements or
understandings were previously approved by
shareholders as part of the annual “say-on-pay” vote.
The SEC may exempt small issuers from “say-on-pay”
and “say-on-golden parachute” provisions if it
determines that these requirements disproportionately
burden such issuers.
Institutional investment managers subject to Section
13(f) of the Exchange Act will be required to disclose
no less than annually how they voted on all “say-onpay” and “say-on-golden parachute” votes with respect
to the companies in which they hold shares.
Institutional investment managers who already are
required to report how they have voted are exempt
from this requirement.
BROKER DISCRETIONARY VOTING
The Act requires national securities exchanges to
adopt rules that prohibit broker discretionary voting
with respect to the election of directors, executive
compensation matters, and “any other significant
matter” as the SEC may determine. We note that, as a
result of amendments to New York Stock Exchange
Rule 452 that became effective for the 2010 proxy
season, brokers are already prohibited from voting in
uncontested director elections without explicit voting
instructions from beneficial owners. No deadline has
been specified for the SEC or the exchanges to
implement rules prohibiting broker discretionary
voting on these matters.
CHANGES TO REQUIREMENTS OF COMPENSATION
COMMITTEES
Independence Requirement
Committee Members

for

Compensation

The Act requires that within one year following the
date of enactment (i.e., by July 21, 2011), the SEC
must issue rules directing national securities
exchanges and associations to require all members of a
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listed company’s compensation committee to meet a
heightened standard of “independence” that is
substantially similar to the standard currently required
of audit committee members under Rule 10A-3 of the
Exchange Act. Issuers should review the current
membership of their compensation committees to
determine if any changes will need to be made once
the new rules become effective. Issuers should also
keep in mind that the members of their compensation
committees must satisfy the definitions for “nonemployee directors” under Section 16 of the Exchange
Act and “outside directors” under Section 162(m) of
the Internal Revenue Code, which definitions remain
unchanged.
Retention and Independence of Committee Advisers
The Act further provides compensation committees of
listed companies with the authority to engage
compensation consultants, independent legal counsel
and other advisers, and makes the compensation
committee directly responsible for the appointment,
compensation and oversight of the work of such
consultants and advisers. Issuers will be required to
provide appropriate funding for such consultants and
advisers, as reasonably determined by the
compensation committee. The SEC is charged with
issuing rules directing national securities exchanges
and associations to require the compensation
committee of listed companies to evaluate the
independence of these consultants and advisers before
selecting them. In those rules, the SEC must identify
factors that affect independence, such as: (i) whether
the proposed adviser provides other services to the
issuer; (ii) the amount of fees received in respect of
such services by the person that employs the
compensation consultant, legal counsel or other
adviser, as a percentage of the total revenue of that
person; (iii) the policies and procedures of the person
that employs the compensation consultant, legal
counsel or other advisers that are designed to prevent
conflicts of interest; (iv) any business or personal
relationship of the compensation consultant, legal
counsel or other adviser with a member of the
compensation committee; and (v) any stock of the
company owned by the compensation consultant, legal
counsel or other adviser. Such factors must be
competitively neutral among categories of advisers,
and preserve the ability of compensation committees
to retain the services of members of any such category.
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Issuers will be required to disclose in any proxy
statement for an annual meeting (or special meeting in
lieu of an annual meeting) occurring on or after July
22, 2011 whether their compensation committee
retained or obtained the advice of a compensation
consultant and whether the work of the compensation
consultant raised any conflict of interest (and, if so,
how such conflict was addressed).
In implementing the requirements regarding the
retention and independence of compensation
committee consultants and advisers, the exchanges are
expressly required to consider the impact on smaller
reporting issuers.
CLAWBACK PROVISIONS
The Act requires the SEC to direct the national
securities exchanges to prohibit the listing of issuers
that do not adopt “clawback” policies to recoup
incentive-based compensation (including stock
options) that was paid to current or former executive
officers on the basis of erroneous data during the
three-year period preceding the date of an accounting
restatement. The amount to be recouped is the amount
in excess of what would have been paid under the
restated results. No deadline for SEC rulemaking is
specified.
The Act’s clawback provision is broader in several
respects than the clawback provision contained in
Section 304 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
(“SOX”). Most significantly, the clawback provisions
that issuers would be required to adopt under the Act
would apply: (i) to all current and former executive
officers of a registrant (rather than just the CEO and
CFO, as is the case under SOX), (ii) regardless of
whether any misconduct occurred (the clawback under
SOX is triggered if there is a material noncompliance
that is “a result of misconduct”); and (iii) to any
incentive-based compensation received during the
three years prior to the restatement.
EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION DISCLOSURES
Pay and Performance Disclosure
The Act requires the SEC to adopt rules requiring the
disclosure in an issuer’s annual proxy statement of the
relationship between executive compensation actually
paid and the issuer’s financial performance, taking into
account any change in the value of its shares and
dividends and other distributions. The disclosure may
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be provided in narrative form or graphically. No
deadline is specified for adoption of SEC rules.
Internal Pay Equity Disclosure
The Act directs the SEC to amend Item 402 of
Regulation S-K to require issuers to disclose: (1) the
median annual total compensation of all of the issuer’s
employees, excluding the CEO; (2) the annual total
compensation of the issuer’s CEO; and (3) the ratio of
the median annual total employee compensation to the
annual total compensation of the CEO. For purposes of
this requirement, “total compensation” of employees is
determined in the same manner as it is determined for
executive officers under Item 402 of Regulation S-K.
We expect that many issuers may find it difficult to
compile this information on a timely basis for all
employees given the complexity of the analysis
required by Item 402. This new requirement also raises
concerns about the impression that the disclosure of
pay equity may have on both employees and
shareholders. No deadline is specified for adoption of
SEC rules.
Disclosure of Chairman and CEO Structure
The Act requires the SEC, within 180 days after
enactment, to adopt rules providing for disclosure by
each issuer in its annual proxy statement of the reasons
why it has chosen the same person to serve as both the
chairman of its board of directors and its CEO or why
it has chosen two different individuals to fill those
positions. This is essentially the same disclosure
regarding board leadership structure that is already
required as a result of the enhanced proxy disclosure
rules adopted by the SEC on December 16, 2009, and
thus any implementation issues should be minimal.
ADJUSTMENT TO THE “ACCREDITED INVESTOR”
STANDARD
Effective immediately, the Act revises the “accredited
investor” standard so that a natural person will no
longer be able to apply the value of his or her primary
residence toward the $1 million minimum net worth
standard to qualify as an “accredited investor.” This
change will make it more difficult for individual
investors to qualify as “accredited investors” for
purposes of participating in private placements of
securities that may be limited to “accredited
investors.” The SEC staff has indicated that an
individual investor need not deduct from his or her net
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worth the amount of mortgage debt secured by an
excluded primary residence, except to the extent that
the amount of the mortgage liability exceeds the fair
value of the residence.
The Act also provides that the SEC may immediately
review and modify the other provisions of the
“accredited investor” definition as it applies to natural
persons (such as the net income test). However, during
the first four years after enactment of the Act, the SEC
cannot modify the net worth standard. Once this fouryear period has expired, and no less frequently than
once every four years thereafter, the SEC is tasked
with reviewing the “accredited investor” standard as it
applies to individuals, including both the net worth and
income tests, and making such adjustments as it deems
appropriate.
The changes to the “accredited investor” standard
apply to all private placements under Regulation D.
Issuers relying on the “accredited investor” definition
in connection with ongoing private offerings that may
involve investors who are natural persons are advised
to revise disclosure and subscription documents to
reflect the modification of the net worth test, and to
confirm that existing investors meet this test. Issuers
should also modify their “accredited investor”
questionnaires for future offerings to reflect this
change.
SARBANES OXLEY RULE 404(B) EXEMPTION FOR
NON-ACCELERATED FILERS
Section 404(b) of SOX requires the auditors of public
companies to attest to, and report on, management’s
assessment of the effectiveness of the company’s
internal control over financial reporting. The SEC has
repeatedly deferred the date by which non-accelerated
filers (i.e., issuers with less than $75 million of market
capitalization) must comply with this requirement.
Effective immediately, the Act amends SOX to
exempt non-accelerated filers from complying with
this requirement. In addition, the Act directs the SEC
to conduct a study to determine how to reduce the
burden of complying with SOX §404(b) for companies
with market capitalizations between $75,000,000 and
$250,000,000, and to deliver a report to Congress not
later than nine months after enactment of the Act.
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CHANGES TO SECTIONS 13 AND 16 REPORTING
The Act authorizes, but does not require, the SEC to
issue rules shortening the filing period: (i) for
Schedule 13D in connection with acquiring beneficial
ownership of more than 5% of a registered class of
equity securities; and (ii) for Form 3 in connection
with becoming a director, officer or greater than 10%
shareholder of a public company. Currently, the
deadline is ten days following each such event. There
is no deadline for the SEC to adopt rules to make these
changes.
CONCLUSION
Although the exact parameters of many of the
provisions contained in the Act have not yet been
determined, and will only come into clearer focus
following action by the SEC and other regulators, it is
clear that the Act will have a substantial impact on all
public companies for the foreseeable future. Issuers
should begin to analyze the relevant provisions in the
Act and think critically about how they affect their
corporate governance, executive compensation and
securities disclosure practices.
As noted above, the Act is a comprehensive piece of
legislative reform that affects the entire financial
services industry. There are many other aspects of the
Act that we have not addressed in this Legal Update,
as we have focused the discussion on matters most
relevant to U.S. public companies. If you have any
questions or would like any further information about
this topic, please contact any of the authors of this
Legal Update or the Pryor Cashman attorney with
whom you work.

***
The foregoing is intended to summarize the corporate governance and
executive compensation provisions of The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform
and Consumer Protection Act, and does not constitute legal advice. Please
contact the Pryor Cashman attorney with whom you work with any
questions you may have. If you would like to learn more about this topic or
how Pryor Cashman LLP can serve your legal needs, please contact
Michael T. Campoli at (212) 326-0468 or Durre S. Hanif at (212) 3260128.
Copyright © 2010 by Pryor Cashman LLP. This Legal Update is provided
for informational purposes only and does not constitute legal advice or the
creation of an attorney-client relationship. While all efforts have been
made to ensure the accuracy of the contents, Pryor Cashman LLP does not
guarantee such accuracy and cannot be held responsible for any errors in
or reliance upon this information. This material may constitute attorney
advertising. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome.
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